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1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to prove the following: 
THEOREM. Let R be a noetherian ring containing afield of characteristic 
0. Let R [Xl be a polynomial algebra in one variable over R and let M be a 
maximak ideal qf R[Xl. Then there exists a projective R [X1-module Is of 
rank = p(M,lM’) which maps surjectively on to M. 
When R [X/,W is not regular or R n A4 is a maximal ideal of W then Davis 
and Geramita have proved that p(M) = p((M/A#) (see 12: Theorems 1 and 
21) showing that P can be chosen to be free, Moreover by 12, Theorem 41, if 
R = k[ [ T2, T3] 1 then there exists a maximal ideal M of height i in W [Xl 
such that ,~(ld) = 2 > ,LL(!$‘AF~). But such a maximal ideal (of height 1) is 
always invertible. In this paper we construct an exampie of two-dimensional 
normal local ring R and a maximal ideal M of R [X] of height 2 such that 
,A.~) >/Of/@) ( see Example 3.5). These examples show that the above 
theorem is best possible. In view of known results regarding projective 
modules when R is regular local (see 13, 4.1 Satzl) Theorem yields the 
following corollary: 
COROLLARY. Let (R, m) be a regular local ring containing a field k of 
characteristic 0 such that R/m isJinite aver k. Then every maximal ideal of 
R [Xl is complete intersection. 
When R is a power series over k or R is a local ring of an affine algebra 
over k, this corollary was proved by the author by a different method ii, 
Theorems 3.1 and 2.11. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper all rings will be commutative noetherian. In this 
section we collect some definitions and results for later use; R will denote a 
commutative noetherian ring. 
(2.1) Given an ideal a of R, /n(a) will denote the height of a and 
,~(a) will denote the minimal number of generators of Q. 
(2.2) An ideal a of R is said to be projectively generated if there 
exists a projective R-module P of rank =p(a/a2) and a surjective map 
!?? P-t a. If P can be chosen to be free then we say that a is efficiently 
generated. 
(2.3) Given a projective R-module L of (constant) rank 1, there 
exists an ideal a of R such that L N a as R-modules. Such an ideal a is called 
an invertible ideal. Therefore we treat Pit (R); the Picard group of R as the 
group of invertible ideals of R with the equivalence relation a-b if a = (f) b 
for some nonzero divisor f of R. U(R) denotes the group of units of R. 
We end this section with the following result of Milnor (see [4, p. 28, 
Theorem 3.31). 
(2.4) Given a Cartesian square of ring homomorphisms 
R - R, 
with either c, or rt2 surjective, there exists an exact Mayer-Vietoris equence 
0-t U(R)+ U(R,)@ U(R,)-+ U(R’)-+Pic(R) 
-+ Pic(RJ @ Pic(R,) + Pic(R’). 
3. PROJECTIVE GENERATION OF MAXIMAL IDEALS IN R[X] 
In this section we prove our main theorem (Theorem 3.3). For the proof of 
this theorem we need some propositions. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let R be a noetherian semilocal ring of dimension 1, 
containing afield k of characteristic 0. Then Pic(R[X]) is a divisible group. 
ProoJ Since Pic(R[X]) = Pic(R,,,[X]), we can assume that R is a 
reduced ring. Let I be an invertible ideal of R[X] and let n be a positive 
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integer. Then we want to show that there exists an invertible ideal L of 
such that LnI = (f) for some nonzero divisor f in R [Xl. 
be the normalization of R in its total quotient ring. Then sine 
rian normal semilocal ring of dimension 1, P&tXl R[X] N 
Therefore we can find a subring R’ of R containing R such that ’ is a bite 
R-module and I@R,Xl R’[X] N R’[X]. 
Let C denote the conductor of R ’ in R. Then R/C and therefore R ‘/C are 
rings of dimension 0 and hence Pic((R/C[X]) = Pit ‘/C[X]) = 0. so by 
(2.4) we get the following exact sequence 
U(R’[X]) @ U(R/C[X])-t U(R’/C[X]) * Pic(R [X]) -+ Pit 
Since 1 &Xl R’[X] N R’[X], q(f’) = I for some S’ E U(R’/C[X]). Let 
f’ = a, + a,X+ ...+ a,X’. Then f’ E U(R’/C[X]) implies that 
a,, E U(R’/C) and ai are nilpotent elements of R’/G for 
semilocal, by (2.4), the canonical map U(R’) @ U 
surjective. Therefore without loss of generality we can a 
But then f’ = 1 t g’, where g’ is a nilpotent element of 
contains k; a field of characteristic 0, there exists an element 
h’ E U(R’/C[X]) such that h’” =f’. Now taking P, = o(h’-I) we are 
through. 
As a consequence of Proposition 3.1 we prove 
PRQPOSITION 3.2. Let R be a noetherian ring containing a field k of 
~har~cter~~t~c 0. Let M be a maximal ideal of R [Xl of height 1 such that 
R Ia is regular. Then, for any given positive integer n, there exists an 
invertible ideal L of R [X] such that 
(1) L*M= (f) for some nonzero divisor fE R [X] 
(2) L +M=R[X] 
(3) dim(R [Xl/L) < 0. 
Prooj Since ht(M) = 1 and R [Xl, is regular, IV! is an invertible ideal of 
LQ 
Let 3 = Mn R. If 3 is a maximal ideal of R then by [Z, Theorem 2-j 
a principal ideal say generated by Jr: Then taking L = R [X] we are thro 
So assume that S is a nonmaximal ideal of R. But then R/3 is a semilocal 
domain of dimension 1. Moreover ht(3) = 0 and R, is regular. Therefore 
is a field. 
Let 0 = 3 f? a, where a denotes the intersection fall primary components 
of 0 in R other than 3. Let R ’ = R/3 @R/a and let enote the conductor 
ofR’ in R. It is easy to see that C=D+a. If a= is a semilocal 
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domain of dimension 1 and by Proposition 3.1 we are through. So assume 
a f 0. But then c1 $ C and therefore dim(R/C) = 0. Hence 
Pic(R/C[X]) = Pic(R’/C[X])(=Pic(R/C[X] @ Pic(R/C[X])) = 0. 
So by (2.4) we get 
1 I I 
U(R ‘) @ U(R/C) - W ‘/Cl 
--& Pic(R [Xl) --+ Pic(R ’ [Xl) __t 0 
-% Pit(R) --+ Pic(R’)(= Pit R/a) -+ 0. 
Since Pic(R’ [Xl) = Pic(R/S [Xl) @ Pic(R/a[X]) and M/a [X] M N R/a [Xl, 
by Proposition 3.1, there exists an invertible ideal I of R (X] such that 
I”M = q(g’) for some g’ E U(R’/C[X]) and I/a[X] 11~ R/a[X]. Therefore 
I/XI = Y(a) for some a E U(R ‘/C). 
Let g’=bO+b,X+ .-.$ b,X’, then b, E U(R’/C) and b, are nilpotent 
elements of R’IC for 1 < i < Y. Moreover using the fact that M/XM 11 R we 
get that ly(b,) = Y(a”). Therefore replacing b, by a” we can assume that 
g’ = a”(1 +X/z’(X)), w h ere h’(X) is a nilpotent element of R’/C[X]. Since 
R’/C[X] contains k, there exists f’ in U(R’/C[X]) such that f’” = 
1 + X/z(X). Therefore g’ = (af’)” and o( g’) = I”M showing that there exists 
an invertible ideal J of R [X] such that PM = (fi) for some nonzero divisor 
fi of R [Xl. We note that J/a [X] J N R/a[X]. 
Let {m, ,..., m } be the set of maximal ideals of R which do not contain a. 
Let b = nf=i mi. Then a[X], b[X], and M are pairwise comaximal ideals of 
R [Xl. Moreover Pic(R/b[X] = 0. Let 6 = a[X] n b[X] n M. Then it is easy 
to see that J/E.7 N R [Xl/E. Therefore Jr +h = (g) for some g in J and h in 6. 
Since 1 + h is a nonzero divisor of R[X] and J is invertible g is also a 
nonzero divisor of R [Xl. Let (1 + h)S/gJ = L. Then for s $0, L is an inver- 
tible ideal of R [X] containing (1 + h)“. Therefore L + M = R [Xl. Obviously 
L”M = (f) for some f in R [Xl. 
Since L is invertible, h(L) > 1. Therefore to prove that dim(R [XI/L) < 0 
it is enough to show that for any prime ideal Q of R[X] containing L, 
WQ) < 1. 
If not, let Q be a prime ideal of R[X] of height 22 containing L. Then 
ht(Q n R) > 1. Since Q and a[X] are comaximal (because L and a[X] are 
comaximal) Cr c Q n R. But then, ht(Q n R) > 1 and a k Q n R implies that 
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Q n R = m, for some i, 1 < i < t. Therefore b [X] c q[X] c Q contradicting 
the fact that L and b[X] are comaximal. Therefore dim(R [Xl/L) < 
Thus, the proof of Proposition 3.2 is complete. Now we prove the main 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let R be a noetherian ring containing afield k of charac- 
teristic 0. Let M be a maximal ideal of R[X]. Then M is ~ro~ect~ve~~ 
genera ted. 
Proof. Let 3 = M ~7 R. If R [Xl, is not regular or Cr is a maxima1 idea! 
of R then by [2, Theorems 1 and 21 M is efficiently generated. 
So we assume that R[X], is regular and 3 is a nonmaximal ideal of 
Let ht(M) = d. Then ht(3) = d - 1 and R, is regular. Therefore we can find 
elements a, ,‘.., ad-l in 3 which generate 3R,. 
In the rest of the proof “bar” will denote “modulo (a, ,..., ad-1).99 
Obviously a is a maximal ideal of R[X] of height 1 such that R[X],% is 
regular. Let IZ = d - I! Then by Proposition 3.2 there exists an ideal E of 
R [X] containing elements a, ,..., ad-l such that L is invertible and 
L”i@ = (7) for some f in R [Xl. Moreover dim(R [XI/L) = dim(R[X]&) < 0. -- 
Therefore L/L2 N R[X]/L, showing that there exists an element a in E such 
that E’-, = (g> for some g in L. Since L + fi = R[X], without loss of 
generality we can assume that 1 + a E M. Since 1 t a E M and E”lG = (f), 
we have (7) = Ek = (2”). Therefore (1 f a)‘f- bgg” E (a, )...) adeI) for 
some nonnegative integer and some element b in R [X]. Moreover it is easy 
to see that L + (b) = R [Xl. Let c = (I + a) b. Then c is an element of 
such that L + (c) = R [Xl. Therefore 1 + hc EL for some h in R [Xl. Let 
z = hc. Then z is an element of M such that 1 + z EL. Therefore 
M 1+r = (a, ,--1 ad- 1 ,f). 
Consider the surjections 
WZ co,...,11 ) M,(=AJ 
Observe that z is a multiple of b and 1 + a and (1 + a)‘f= bg” 
mod(a, ,..., ad-, ). Moreover since M, =A,, (a,,..., advl,f) is a unimodular 
row of WI:‘,,..,. 
Therefore there exists CJ E GL,(R [X],,,+z,) such that (a, ,..I, ad- 1 J) o = 
(a 1Y.V adpl,gn). Since n=d-l!, by [6,Theorem2] (a1,.0B9a&1Yg”)o’c 
(Q,..., 1) for some O’ E GLd(RIX],Cl+z,). 
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Taking B = cc’ below, we have a commutative diagram 
(a,,...,%-,8 -Mz(l+z, - O 
0 
I (O,...,l) II rM r(ltz) - 0. 
Let P be a fibre product of R [Xl,” and R [Xl;,, over 0. Then obviously P
is a projective R[X]-module of rank d mapping on to M. Since R[X],,, is 
regular and M is maximal we have d = ht(M) =,u(M/M~). Therefore M is 
projectively generated. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let (R, m) be a regular local ring containing afield k 
of characteristic 0 such that R/m is finite over k. Then every maximal ideal 
of R [X] is a complete intersection. 
Proof: Let dim R = d and let M be a maximal ideal of R [Xl. Since R is 
regular, ht(M) > d. By [3, 4.1 Satz] all projective R [Xl-modules of rank >d 
are free. Therefore in view of Theorem 3.3 we are through. 
The following example shows that even for normal local ring R, 
Theorem 3.3 is best possible. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let C denote the field of complex numbers and let 
A = C [Y, 2, W]/(Y4 + Z4 + W’). Then A is a normal C-algebra of 
dimension 2. Srinivas has shown that K,(A) # Z [5, Sect. 31. Since A is 
graded C-algebra with A, = 6, this implies that AK,(A) # 0. Therefore there 
exists a projective A [Xl-module Q of rank 2 which is not extended from A 
even stably. 
By the Swan’s version of Bertini’s theorem (see [7]), there exists an 
element CP of Hom,l,l(Q, A [Xl) such that q(Q) = N is a prime ideal of A [X] 
of height 2 with N + A [X] y = A [Xl, where y, z, w denote the images of Y, Z, 
W in A, respectively. 
Let R=ACy,z,wj, P=QCY,z,wj, and III=N(~,~,,,). Then P-tc@,z,w) M-to. 
Since (y, z, IV) is the only singular maximal ideal of A, by the choice of Q, P 
cannot contain any unimodular element, showing that M is a proper ideal of 
R [Xl. Since M + (y) = R [X] and ht(M) = 2, M is a maximal ideal of R [X] 
which is projectively generated. 
We claim that M cannot be efficiently generated. Otherwise, since R[X], 
is regular of dimension 2, M will be generated by a regular sequence of 
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length 2. But then [M] = [R [Xl] in K,(R [Xl). Since we have the following 
exact sequence 
this would imply that [P] = [R [Xl] + [R [Xl] in Ko(R [X]j9 ~@~tra~ic~i~g the 
fact that P is not stably free. 
This proves our claim. 
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